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The bestselling graphic design reference, updated for the digital ageMeggs' History of Graphic
Design is the industry's unparalleled, award-winning reference. With over 1,400 high-quality
images throughout, this visually stunning text guides you through a saga of artistic innovators,
breakthrough technologies, and groundbreaking developments that define the graphic design
field. The initial publication of this book was heralded as a publishing landmark, and author
Philip B. Meggs is credited with significantly shaping the academic field of graphic
design.Meggs presents compelling, comprehensive information enclosed in an exquisite visual
format. The text includes classic topics such as the invention of writing and alphabets, the
origins of printing and typography, and the advent of postmodern design. This new sixth edition
has also been updated to provide:The latest key developments in web, multimedia, and
interactive designExpanded coverage of design in Asia and the Middle EastEmerging design
trends and technologiesTimelines framed in a broader historical context to help you better
understand the evolution of contemporary graphic designExtensive ancillary materials including
an instructor's manual, expanded image identification banks, flashcards, and quizzesYou can't
master a field without knowing the history. Meggs' History of Graphic Design presents an all-
inclusive, visually spectacular arrangement of graphic design knowledge for students and
professionals. Learn the milestones, developments, and pioneers of the trade so that you can
shape the future. 

From Publishers WeeklyMartin certainly knows a niche when he sees one, having previously
cranked out manly guides on How to Mow the Lawn, How to Keep House and Bringing Up Baby.
Here he gets to leave his family behind, traveling the country to explore 50 different dwellings.
With its title and the unfortunate subtitle, it seems as if the book is being marketed to men who
cannot commit and/or beer-guzzlers. In fact, it's a rather charming and generally un-brutish
travelogue of dens that guys love, which fights hard to overcome Martin's occasional indulgence
in puns and clichés. Each room of one's own is slotted into one of five categorical chapters. In
the Collecting category there are gents who gather objects, large and small, into private
sanctuaries—Larry Moellman in Camp Cole, Miss., for example, turned a bedroom in his 1880
farmhouse into a showcase for ornate fishing tackle. The chapter on Entertaining features an
East Hampton, N.Y., man who converted his garage into a Japanese tearoom. "Real men really
do drink tea," clunks the author. Martin also throws in various manspaces of cultural or historical
importance. Harry Truman's presidential yacht gets a nod as, of course, does the Playboy
Mansion. 300 color photos. (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Review" Hear, hear! Whether you've been relegated to a nook in
the back of a closet or have already found your " space, " Sam Martin's enjoyable book has



something for all of us guys. Make your own wine, box in a garage gym -- take your pick, the
vicarious fantasizing and inspirational motivation to do your own " guy thing" abound here. For us
men, Martin's book is just what is the doctor ordered: the guy's answer to Sex and the City." --
Will Staeger, executive producer of ESPN Original Entertainment and critically acclaimed author
of Painkiller" The greatest thing that author Sam Martin does with " Manspace: A Primal Guide to
Marking Your Territory" is provide what should be inspiration not only to men but also to women.
He shows how orderly, clever and downright beautiful a " manspace" can be, and that should
appeal to women, who so often exercise veto power over male habitats. And to men, this book
offers a collection of possibilities so broad and enticing that a guy may be tempted to let her
have the rest of the property -- who cares? Just in case it's a hard sell, however, Martin, former
editor of This Old House and Mother Earth News magazines, offers persuasion strategies for
men.--Chicago TribuneWhether it's a bachelor pad or a McMansion, a man's home is his and his
alone--until his significant other moves in. At that point or quickly thereafter, the living room
Barcalounger is relegated to the basement or donated to charity. Motorcycle posters are
replaced by impressionist prints. Baby nurseries and sewing and laundry rooms usurp TV
rooms. Cigar smoking is banned. Ditto for bowling trophies, pinball machines and baseballcard
collections. Oh, men are still allowed in the home, but their bachelor decor is history, and their
manly territory transformed...At 218 pages, " Manspace" is about those spaces men have
staked out for themselves. Some are elegantly designed, others are uniquely handmade. --
Detroit NewsThere was a time when a man knew his place in the home. And usually, it was in the
garage. But, you know, things have a way of changing. First women get to vote and now,
apparently, men are clamoring for a sanctuary to call their own inside the actual house. In
extreme cases, this can lead to rooms like the " Man Cave" at the 2006 Seattle Street of Dreams
a manly underground retreat, part wine cellar, part sports bar, part nuclear-bomb bunker. And, of
course, it can lead to a book." Manspace: A Primal Guide to Marking Your Territory, " by Sam
Martin (The Taunton Press, $24.95), is a virtual showcase of real men's special spaces.--Sandy
Dunham, Seattle TimesPlaypens for men. Yeah, we're fine with the blurred gender roles of
modern times. But we still beat our chests over Sam Martin's book Manspace: A Primal Guide to
Marking Your Territory (Taunton Press, Oct. 17). The guys whose personal space is explored in
its photos don't settle for the basement or garage.--Christian Science MonitorAbout the
AuthorSam Martin is the author of "How to Mow the Lawn" and "How to Keep House," He lives
with his wife, Denise, and his son, Ford. He has traveled widely and worked as a tree planter in
Ontario and British Colombia and as a Senior Editor at "This Old House" magazine.Read more
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Sarah B, “Rental readable, but cover in poor condition. The book is an interesting read so far and
I am happy with the price I paid to rent the book for the semester. I was surprised to see how
worn the cover was when the book arrived yesterday. The covers are beginning to separate from
the spine. I'm worried Amazon won't take the book back when I'm done. I'm leaving this review
with photos to prove it came to me this way.”

Jen, “Decent condition. The paper cover was torn in a few places but the text pages were fine.”

Joseph Patrick, “As good as it's ever been. This book is a MUST for Graphic Designers (in my
opinion.) Recently, an incredible young woman I was mentoring graduated with her degree —
this book was the perfect gift. It's not digital - it's a hard copy, which is something a true graphic
designer can appreciate.My copy is an older edition, but remains a powerful resource.I truly
can't recommend this book enough.”

Richard Pace, “A must read for anyone working in art and design. This is the first textbook I
actually bought AFTER being forced to read it for a class. 3/4 of the book is wonderful, full of
great information and insights, and an absolute ton of great reference material for artists/
designers. It will help you recognize different design periods with accuracy, and can be of great
assistance when dating just about any product and understand the influences and impacts of
different artists and designs on communication arts - as well as helping you make far more
effective, practical designs.That part of the book is written by the original author, Megg.The
author that took over since his death is horrendous, and pretty much ruins the end of the
textbook with what feels like a complete disconnect to the subject matter. I would literally ignore
the rest of the book once you start noticing the tone and voice of the writing change dramatically.
Just look at the pictures there - that's about the best value in that part.”

Riley, “Pretty book. The book is nicely printed and feels nice to read. All the pictures are high
quality, as is the paper. It's a lot more sleek than a lot of text books I've owned.my only complaint
is that your fingerprints just get EVERYWHERE. The paper (especially the black paper) tends to
show fingerprints no matter what you do, and when you're holding the book to read it, it ends up
making your nice pristine pages look kinda gross.But eh, I only got this for a class. It's just not
great for the next person that'll have it.”

Cindy Raisin Hart, “Worthwhile investment-don't expect (logical) perfection.. Excellent quality of
paper, I can write on the pages with a juicy sharpie and it doesn't leak through. Not sure I get the
timelines, I may create my own including the bombing of Hiroshima 1945 vs the creation of
Disneyland 1955.Very heavy book, I recommend students invest in both hard copy new and e
version for learning on the go and to avoid wrist pain. Order from Wiley NOT Amazon.”



David Stegner, “Ton's of information!. Great book. Tons of information. Reading for GRC 205,
Design History. One thing that keeps driving me crazy though, is the alarming amount of
typographic errors. The book was put together very well and covers pretty much everything you
need to know, I just wish there was some attention paid to the design aesthetics a little more.
Otherwise a five star book.”

Liam Bennett, “So interesting and well ordered. So interesting, including general history. I'm not
only learning about the industry I've been in for more than 20 years, but I'm enjoying the general
historical knowledge it affords too.”

Danijel, “Great book. Absolutely recommended.. Great book. Absolutely recommended.”

larissa lane, “Pretty good. Correct book, delivers in good time. Was not in perfect condition for
price (small scratches on cover and squashed spin)”

The book by Sam Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 736 people have provided feedback.
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